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THE SHEET GETS CRAFTY

Arts and Crafts!

As a part of our new Bullsheet intiative we are really trying to reach out and relate 
to some of our more simple readers. That’s why I brought in my roomate Laine to 
help me out with this very “hands on” activity. So grab those safety scissors and 
snatch that glue stick, because it’s about damn time that the sheet does some GD 
crafts!

Look! It’s the cutest boy 
on campus: 

Adam Weinberg!
 

Cut out this paper doll 
and put on his snappy 

little outfit!

! PAPER CUT WARNING! 

! PAPER CUT WARNING! 

ACCESSORIES

• Adam’s animal sidekick 
named “Declining?”

• A flare for in case you get 
tired of “Declining?”

• A red solo cup to hide your-
warm natty lite from Campo

• A mask with Adam’s favorite 
band <3

• The Full Screen Edition of 
Charlie and the Chocolate 
Factory on DVD

• A copy of the Bullsheet from 
your favorite editor 
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SOME LIGHT READING FROM 
JOSH POE

-Josh Poe, CNN News AnchorOPINION

Look, I know no one wants to talk about politics, but we are at a place where that just isn’t an option anymore. We 
are currently in month 8 of lockdown with no end in sight, and there are more than 217,000 deaths with a president 
that is telling his supporters that the virus isn’t real. It should be said that I am a liberal and this weekend I will be 
casting my vote for Biden. So, instead of attempting to talk to the Republicans and sway their vote which I know 
isn’t going to work, I’ve decided to talk to those people who are voting for a 3rd party or have decided not to vote 
this time around. I will, if you allow me, point a few things out to Republicans who support this boy. One I no-
ticed at his rally he was jamming out to YMCA, which is hypocritical because it’s a song about being gay and he 
doesn’t support the LGBTQ community. I can already hear you say you don’t discriminate but the Vice president 
has supported loosening discrimination laws when he was the Governor of Indiana. On the topic of discrimination, 
let’s talk about racism because again, I know how you all love to say you’re not racist. But I do know the president 
refused to condemn white supremacists multiple times. I also noticed that you’re not racist until a black athlete de-
cides to speak up then they are wrong and need to know their place. I guess that’s what you want? Their place is a 
court or field so you can just cheer them on. That’s very reminiscent of the Coliseum where they would have slaves 
fight to the death for enjoyment. Not saying that’s what we are doing but what you want is for LeBron to shut up 
and dribble, just like in the Coliseum they wanted the slaves to shut up and fight. I also find it crazy that someone 
like Jaylen Brown on the Boston Celtics isn’t allowed to speak about race relations but you listen to Sean Hannity, 
cause he is more “knowledgeable” when they have the same level of education. 

Now to the 3rd party and nonvoters. For whatever reason you have, I would like to ask how does doing this make 
you feel better? Because it is wasting your own time voting for a 3rd party. I would like to address some things I 
always hear when people are saying this. One, being Biden has a shaky past, and to that, I say they are saying the 
right things now. By that I mean Trump literally refused to denounce white supremacists less than a month ago but 
you are getting cold feet about voting because of something Biden or Senator Harris said years ago? Then I also 
hear about how our system is outdated or how Biden isn’t who I wanted. I would like to ask you: do you think not 
voting is going to show anyone that we need more parties. I agree that we need more but you aren’t going to go to 
sleep and wake up and there will be a 3rd party. We are here and if you don’t vote all this progress we have made 
this summer by putting race relations on the table will be for nothing. Because it is true by not voting you are mak-
ing things easier for Trump. Why? Because his party doesn’t have any second thoughts that should be clear, the 
only people who have 2nd thoughts are Democrats. Looking at protesting and donating is amazing, keep doing it 
but the one thing to make a big change is to vote. Revolutions are not started overnight, they just aren’t, the way 
to have a revolution is to create change over time. And we stand at a fork in the road this November we could take 
on a path that could lead us to a place that we have been dreaming about for months. Or if you abstain because 
you think you can rest easy at night and let this monster keep power it leads us to a place where we will have to 
restart all the work and then some. The last point I would like to address is one thing I heard back in 2016, that this 
candidate is the lesser of two evils or that both parties are a joke and are bad. Yes, both parties do dumb things but 
if you for a second think that the Democrats and Republicans are on the same level of evil you must be joking. Be-
cause I don’t see Democratic lawmakers trying to undermine the election and take away your vote, which is what 
Republican lawmakers are doing in California. They are literally setting up fake ballot drop-off boxes, which they 
admitted to, and I don’t see terrorists and terrorist groups which is what Kyle Rittenhouse and the Proud Boys are, 
supporting Democrats. A quick refresher, David Duke the former grand wizard of the KKK has gone on record say-
ing Trump will restore order and bring back white power. Yes, the Democratic party has done bad things in the past 
but, you have to see what they stand for right now and you just have to hope that they pull through on their word. I 
could go on, but I think the most important thing is to be selfless this November. Voting is imperative because you 
are not just voting for yourself but you are voting for everyone else. You’re voting for your family, your friends, 
your teachers, and overall we really need to put our own reservations aside and stand together and vote this joker 
out. Because there is no one coming to save you, the only person that can ignite change is you.


